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A Comment on the Viability of the




This article, acknowledging the potentially important general attractions of the allowance for
corporate equity (ACE), looks at some of its more specific implications.
On corporate taxes, the article looks at questions about the implied revenue-neutral rate of
corporation tax (and redistribution of the tax burden); the effects on cash flow of both government
and companies; and what would become a crucially important charge on capital gains.
On income tax, the article comments on the implications for self-employed earnings (and also,
potentially, employees); for investment income and the logically accompanying EXPEP (extended
personal equity plan); and therefore for inheritance tax.
For international investment, the article notes that unless and until other countries adopt an
ACE as the basis for harmonisation, the interaction of the ACE and existing taxes would not
always be helpful for outward investment; and on some inward investment, if the most optimistic
assumptions are not borne out, the effects could be rather bleak.
JEL classification: H25, K34.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Capital Taxes Group (CTG) of the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) have
proposed a reform of the corporation tax, to include an allowance for corporate
equity (ACE).
Very briefly,
1 the ACE provides a deduction for equity, equivalent to interest in
computing the company’s taxable profits. For this purpose, equity would be
defined as
                                                                                                                             
*Deputy Chairman of the Inland Revenue from 1982 to 1991; currently a consultant (and member of the Tax Law
Reform Committee).Fiscal Studies
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• shareholders’ funds for the previous period (if any), plus
• any new equity contributed, plus
• any ACE allowance for the previous period, plus
• any taxable profits for the previous period, plus
• dividends received and amounts realised in disposals of other companies’
shares,
less
• the tax paid on those profits, plus
• dividends and distributions to shareholders and capital repaid, plus
• amounts invested in the share capital of other companies.
The ACE would be calculated by multiplying shareholders’ funds (as defined) by
an appropriate nominal rate of interest — which might reflect the rate obtainable
on a medium-term government security.
The proposed new company tax system promises neutrality of choice, at at
least the company level, between
• whether or not to invest (the pre-tax and post-tax rates of return on investment
would be the same);
• sources of investment (there would be no tax preference, as between equity,
debt and retentions);
• types of investment (real assets, financial securities and cash);
• investments with different asset lives and/or different rates of depreciation;
• investment in a climate of stable prices or of varying rates of inflation.
That prospect is highly attractive. It rounds up pretty well all the usual suspects in
many economic critiques of the corporation tax. It delivers the main economic
effects of a ‘pure’ expenditure tax, while retaining much of the form of a
(conventionally less ‘pure’) income tax.
However, no British government has yet embraced it. Apparently on
instructions from the European Commission, the Ruding Committee (1992) did
not consider any wholesale reform of the tax system. The US Treasury, in its 1992
report, dismissed the ACE system in a short half-column. It has been left to
Croatia to put into practice a corporate tax system having much in common with
the ACE.
2
Why have not other and larger countries followed that lead?
                                                                                                                             
1For a fuller description of the ACE system and its effects, see IFS Capital Taxes Group (1991), Devereux and
Freeman (1991), Gammie (1992) and Cnossen (1996). I have also had the benefit of having seen a more extended
discussion of the ACE, which now exists in manuscript form, currently intended for publication under the title
Taxing Savings and Profits: The Final Report of the IFS Capital Taxes Group.
2The EPT tax of 1994 allows a company to deduct from its taxable profits each year a notional ‘protective interest’
on the book value of its equity.Viability of the Allowance for Corporate Equity
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It may be merely a matter of the time that new ideas commonly take to
germinate and to establish themselves. However, even in the fullness of ‘ripe time’,
it remains true that changes in the tax system are very costly — for both
administrators and taxpayers — so that both sides are rightly careful to satisfy
themselves that the net benefits of a proposed tax reform will be large enough and
robust enough to outweigh the costs of the transition.
In the hope of carrying forward that debate — to expose some of the
considerations that policymakers will wish to weigh, alongside the highly visible
attractions summarised above, on one or other side of the balance — this paper
seeks to comment on some further and sometimes sensitive features of the ACE, in
its own right and in the broader context of other direct taxes in the UK and
internationally.
Section II looks at some implications for company taxation in the UK, Section
III at some potential implications for the taxation of individuals and Section IV at
some international implications.
II. SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR COMPANY TAXATION
1. Rate of Tax
It is of the essence of the ACE that it removes from the corporate tax (CT) base
the opportunity cost of equity capital; and to that extent, it requires an increase in
the nominal tax rate to maintain the same revenue yield. As against that, the ACE
corporation tax has a classical relationship with the personal income tax, so that
any income tax on the shareholders’ dividends would be charged separately and
additionally; and to that extent the withdrawal of imputation would broaden the
tax base and reduce the revenue-neutral rate. In the net outcome, very tentative
IFS estimates
3 suggest that a tax rate of around 45 per cent would have been
needed over the period 1971–91 to raise the same revenue as the 1991 imputation
CT system at the 1991 rate of 35 per cent
4 (25 per cent for small companies).
5
Under a classical system, a revenue-neutral tax rate of 25 per cent for companies
generally would have been needed. As a general discipline of fiscal policy
analysis
6 and perhaps also in the interests of realism in present and currently
                                                                                                                             
3IFS Capital Taxes Group, 1991.
4On certain assumptions for the transition, the CTG believe that it might be possible to introduce the ACE at a
lower rate for an initial period.
5The proponents of the ACE (absolutely correctly) argue that the special case for a lower small companies rate of
tax under the imputation system would have no place in an ACE system.
6If a taxpayer would choose to reject some new tax relief if it had to be paid for by higher tax rates, it is fair to ask
whether his enthusiasm is for tax reform or tax reduction.Fiscal Studies
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foreseeable circumstances,
7 it may be a fair working assumption that any change
in corporation tax would indeed need to be broadly revenue-neutral.
A CT rate of 45 per cent is not perhaps unthinkable. We have seen even higher
rates in the UK within the last 20 years. Even now, it might still be just within the
broad band of developed countries’ rates — though very much at the top, rather
than (as now) at the bottom end of that range. In most ways, the nominal rate is —
or certainly should be — less significant than the effective rate on new investment,
or in some circumstances the average rate for the company. However, the marginal
rate of tax still matters for incentives — notably for new investment where many
company managements nowadays are said to seek an internal rate of return of the
order of 25 per cent (that is, well above any likely level of ACE allowance). There
is also anecdotal evidence — both in the UK and in many other countries that have
moved in precisely the opposite direction over the last decade or so, to broaden the
tax base and reduce tax rates — that (other things being remotely equal) a lower
nominal rate is psychologically attractive, not least to international investors. As
more than one company adviser has expressed it to me, it is ‘something which
even the company chairman can understand’.
8
2. Distributional Effects
On the face of it, an ACE would radically redistribute the burden of taxation
between different companies — those earning below the average return on capital
gaining
9 and those with a higher rate of return losing. As with any tax reform,
detailed work would be important, to identify the main types of gainers and losers
and the size of the changes. For better or worse, however, the broad pattern is
clear, with the more successful companies suffering a tax increase and the less
successful enjoying a tax reduction.
There is room for debate about the possible economic implications of this
redistribution:
• Obviously, there could be important consequences for particular companies
and an impact on their standing in financial markets.
• Other than that, the general issues would essentially be of efficiency, rather
than fairness (that is, the social arguments for requiring the successful to pay
more, in order to lighten the burden on the less successful, do not necessarily
                                                                                                                             
7For example, current trends in the PSBR, potential implications of an ACE for personal taxation discussed below
and recent resistance to proposals to strengthen the yield of VAT.
8Indeed, it is only on such psychological arguments that it is possible to understand the recommendation of the
Ruding Committee for a harmonised minimum and maximum rate of CT within the European Union, in the absence
of a harmonised tax structure or tax base.
9On fairly straightforward assumptions, a revenue-neutral rate of 45 per cent seems to imply an average rate of
return on shareholders’ capital of around 15 to 20 per cent. Note, however, that ‘shareholders’ capital’ for ACE
purposes would probably be smaller — and the apparent average rate of return therefore higher — than
shareholders’ capital as measured in company accounts.Viability of the Allowance for Corporate Equity
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apply for companies). To the extent that investment is internationally mobile,
an increase in their tax burden could make the UK less attractive to those
companies currently earning above-average rates of return. As against that, to
the extent that the ACE represents a company’s required rate of return, there
should be the beneficial effect that a marginal investment would not be deterred
by the tax.
The necessary detailed statistical work would also identify the scale of a
possible problem with ‘surplus ACE’, where companies earned less than the ACE
rate of return. The present phenomenon of ‘surplus ACT’ would disappear with
the imputation system generally (though there could be much argument about
whether or not to cancel accumulated ACT at the point of transition). The
questions here are how far a similar problem could re-emerge (though with a
change in the final letter of the acronym) under ACE and how far companies
would feel an inducement accordingly to make tax-motivated (rather than
commercially motivated) take-overs or other investments so as to utilise any such
‘surplus’.
3. Rate of ACE
The rate of the ACE itself is intended to represent the opportunity cost of capital,
or the riskless rate of return that a potential shareholder could expect from an
alternative investment. It is aligned with the coupon on medium-term gilts —
currently a little under 8 per cent.
On the face of it, as the CTG themselves very fairly acknowledge, it would be
more correct to express this rate as ‘the rate of return, excluding all risks other
than that of inflation’. The nominal rate of return on conventional gilts includes
not only the opportunity cost of capital, but also a capital repayment element,
compensating the lender for the expected erosion of his capital by inflation. A true
riskless rate of return is better represented by the return on indexed gilts (currently
between 3 and 4 per cent) which — like equities representing investment in real
assets — may be expected broadly to maintain their real value when monetary
prices are rising.
It is no oversight that the ACE is expressed in terms of the nominal, not the
real, rate of interest. It is this feature of the ACE that makes it robust against
inflation — so that it can have a neutral impact on investment decisions without
needing any explicit inflation adjustment. However, it does mean that the
annual/current ACE for companies would, in principle, often be excessive,
sheltering from tax not only the real cost of capital but also an element of true
economic profit. And it also means that this excessive upfront relief would need to
be clawed back in due course by an opposite and equally (in principle) excessive
tax charge on deferred nominal capital gains (see below), when these are
eventually realised.Fiscal Studies
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For example, consider shareholders in a company proposing to invest in good-
quality real commercial property. Suppose that they look for a current rate of
return of (say) 5 per cent, on the assumption that the property will broadly
maintain its real value, while prices are rising at 3 per cent. An ACE of (say) 8 per
cent would enable the company to cover its tax liability — into the medium term
— and in addition create ‘surplus ACE’, in this case representing tax relief given
in the current year, to offset the tax liability that will, in principle, be due in some
future year, when the nominal capital gain is finally realised. (The tax relief,
against the cost of inflation, is given in the current year; the taxable gain is
deferred; but, as discussed below, tax will eventually be charged on the full
nominal gain with no allowance for inflation.) This surplus ACE will meanwhile
be available to shelter any other true economic profits that the company may
currently be earning.
4. Deferment and Capital Gains
A main feature of the ACE system is that the net present value (NPV) of a tax
liability (discounted at the ACE rate) remains in principle the same, whether it is
paid upfront or deferred. On this basis, the system can (it is argued) leave
companies with wide flexibility about whether to realise gains on real assets
10 or
defer them, depreciate assets quickly or slowly, and so forth. When the asset is
finally realised, the gain is charged at the full 45 per cent tax rate, without
indexation.
To the extent that this holds good, the question of the current ACE rate being
excessive is merely a matter of timing, of no significance when measured in NPV
terms.
The integrity of this system depends on the realism of the underlying
assumptions. In particular:
• Crucially, as noted above, the ACE stands or falls on the assumption that, if
the NPV of tax is the same (when discounted at 8 per cent) whether paid early
or paid late, both government and companies will broadly be indifferent to the
time when tax is paid. Clearly, the ACE effect should reduce the present
incentive for companies to defer tax. That having been said, cash flow is at
present at the heart of the fiscal relationship between the government and the
markets (consider only the importance with which both governments and
financial markets invest the PSBR),
11 just as it is at the heart of much tax
avoidance. And, very much to the point in this debate, there is both survey
12
                                                                                                                             
10There would be no tax charge on realisations of shares.
11See also the complex arrangements introduced in early 1995 to allow companies to arrange to receive gilt interest
gross without a cash-flow cost to the exchequer — there is a quarterly accounting for tax, with an advance quarterly
payment in March each year to avoid even one quarter’s payments slipping into the next financial year.
12See, for example, CBI (1994), quoted in Hutton (1995).Viability of the Allowance for Corporate Equity
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and anecdotal evidence that both governments and companies commonly place
considerably more value on cash flow than is measured by conventional NPV
arithmetic.
13
• Whether for genuine reasons (such, perhaps, as the complexity of computation
and the lumpy
14 nature of a tax on realisations, rather than on accruals) or for
more specious reasons (when populist rhetoric classes it as a ‘tax on capital’),
capital gains tax (CGT) has always been one of the more controversial taxes,
with recurrent pressures or pledges to ‘draw its teeth’ or abolish it. Again, the
ACE system stands or falls on the political will — which may naturally vary
between different administrations — to maintain a full tax on capital gains and
raise the rate of tax to (say) 45 per cent and withdraw indexation.
15
• For very much the same reasons, CGT has always been a prime target of the
avoidance industry. The structure of the ACE — and not only, but not least,
the excessive relief upfront, only clawed back by an excessive tax charge when
the asset is realised — would clearly leave the tax revenue significantly more
dependent than now on its ability to frustrate CGT avoidance devices — and
by the same token clearly add to the present incentives for such avoidance.
• One very obvious issue — even in the most simple case of transactions
between companies resident in the UK and liable to ACE corporation tax — is
securitisation: wrapping an asset in an envelope of marketable paper, so that it
can be sold (pregnant with gain), without realising the asset itself, and thus
without ever triggering a tax charge. A possible (but hardly simple) response
might include a scheme of deemed realisations at intervals of (say) five or 10
years, or when shares are sold to or realised by a non-resident or other person
outside the ACE tax charge. And, more generally, without such a periodic
charge, the short- to medium-term cash-flow position under the ACE would
favour companies relying on capital gains rather than on income.
5. Compliance and Administration
It would be beyond the remit of this paper to attempt a detailed assessment of the
management implications of an ACE. In particular, there is no scope, in a brief
note of this kind, for an exhaustive technical analysis of the sort necessary to judge
its likely simplicity and robustness in the face of political intervention and
                                                                                                                             
13Possible rationalisations are speculative. Part of the explanation might include non-linear time preferences — with
the actors being more relaxed about marginal changes in cash flow than major disturbances — business risk (which
for governments may include the possibility of a general election coming between it and the deferred tax revenue)
and tax risk (that ways may be found — see below — of converting tax deferred into tax saved).
14The fact that tax may be deferred for many years until realisation means that tax liabilities build up to a relatively
large sum (compared with a tax on annual income); and the weight of tax — and the effects of inflation — are
perceived as more onerous accordingly. Similarly, it is the realisations basis that creates the often-criticised locking-
in effect of capital gains tax.
15Unless it was desired significantly to worsen the present locking-in effect, the CGT charge should at the same time
be reimposed on death.Fiscal Studies
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taxpayer avoidance as compared with the present system. As the CTG point out, it
is fairly easy to identify a number of areas where an ACE system could cut
present complexities. As noted below, there are other areas that look potentially
more troublesome.
16 The normal rule would no doubt apply, that (at least) 80 per
cent of the complications would stem from (at most) 20 per cent of the provisions.
However, it is perhaps worth noting at this stage one general point, with
something of a mixed message. In many important respects — for example, the
rates of depreciation — the tax computations could adopt more readily the
treatment that a company adopts in its commercial accounts: clearly, a desirable
simplification. But the final figure of taxable profit would move away from
normal commercial and company law concepts of profit. In this last respect (as in
narrowing the tax base and increasing the tax rate, discussed above), the ACE
would — for better or worse — be moving in the opposite direction to some recent
trends in this country and some countries abroad, to bring tax computations closer
to accounting practice.
III. SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PERSONAL TAX SYSTEM
The intellectual principle of the ACE is that the opportunity cost of capital should
not be taxed. As the CTG themselves explicitly recognise, this principle, if valid
for companies, is equally valid for individuals. And, as often, practical arguments
point in the same direction, towards a coherent tax system, in which tax liabilities
depend, as little as reasonably possible, on arbitrary differences in the form of the
taxpaying unit or the form in which income is received. This part of the paper
comments on some potential implications of the ACE for the taxation of the
earnings of individuals (primarily but not exclusively the self-employed) and of
their investment income.
1. Self-Employed Earnings
The CTG envisage that (for all the reasons above) it would be necessary to find
some means of applying the ACE approach to the self-employed. This is not — as
some have been tempted to argue — a de minimis matter. Substantial numbers of
self-employed businesses employ relatively (or even absolutely) large amounts of
physical capital in the business: for example, farmers, fishermen, hoteliers,
builders, lorry drivers and retailers with trading stocks. It would not be reasonable,
or economically desirable, to force many of them to incorporate, in order to secure
an ACE deduction for their capital investment.
The corporate business will get an ACE deduction, not only for its physical
investments financed by shareholders’ capital, but also for its shareholders’
                                                                                                                             
16Obvious examples, catching even a superficial eye, are mergers, demergers, corporate reconstructions and the
purchase and sale of subsidiaries; financial dealing companies, conglomerates and company groups both with
differing accounting dates and more generally; taxation of gains by non-residents.Viability of the Allowance for Corporate Equity
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investment in financial assets employed in working capital or reserves — and also
for any similar investment in intellectual or human capital. These non-physical
investments may well be proportionately more important for the self-employed.
Even those who are commonly thought of as primarily labour-only businesses —
such as the corporate lawyer or information technology consultant — may have
incurred substantial costs to acquire the special skills of their work. It is difficult
to see any reason of fiscal policy, or broader economic reason, to discriminate in
favour of physical as against other investments. Indeed, conventional wisdom now
tends to suggest that economic growth in a country such as the UK is, if anything,
more likely to come from investment in skills than from physical assets.
The practical implications of an ACE for the self-employed, however, are
formidable. There is a clear legal distinction between the assets belonging to a
company and those belonging to its shareholders; and the value of the company’s
assets is recorded, in a more or less systematic way, in its statutory accounts.
Indeed, it may be a criminal offence for the shareholders to steal their company’s
assets. Sometimes even in the case of physical assets — and still more in the case
of non-physical assets — there is no similar clear distinction in law, or in practice,
between the assets that a self-employed man employs in his business, or holds in
reserve for his business needs, and those that he uses or holds in reserve for his
private life.
The CTG have suggested that one approach might be by way of a notional
securitisation of the self-employed business. And it is not too difficult to envisage
that applying to, for example, the big London professional partnerships. For less
formal businesses — and at the extreme, perhaps, for the sheep farmer in the
Welsh hills — adding up in total to the majority of the 3½ million or so self-
employed, there is room for debate about whether such an approach describes the
solution or the problem. This is an area where it seems that much work remains to
be done.
2. Employees’ Earnings
Current rules treat employees’ expenses less generously than those of the self-
employed. Clearly, it would be an option to add a new discrimination for ACE
purposes to the existing differences between the rules for Schedule D and Schedule
E; and in the great majority of cases, the amounts involved would be much less for
employees than for the self-employed.
In principle, however, the employee’s investment in (commonly) intellectual
capital should, on the face of it, be treated in the same way as the self-employed’s:
the employed corporate lawyer in the same way as the firm’s partners.
As usual, there are practical arguments pointing in the same direction. For
example, there could otherwise be an added incentive for higher-paid employees to
channel their professional and other investments through a service company, to get
the benefit of the ACE allowance.Fiscal Studies
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3. Investment Income of Individuals
The CTG argue that it would be possible to run an ACE for companies — and the
self-employed — while retaining the present income tax on individuals’ investment
income. However, they go on to suggest that the ACE would be more consistent
with their proposed reform of personal investment income, under the EXPEP
(extended personal equity plan). Very briefly, this would build on — and
generalise — the existing PEP (personal equity plan) approach.
• There is no tax relief for investment as such (so that, in principle, investment is
made out of post-tax income).
• Investment income and capital gains within the PEP/EXPEP are free from all
tax.
• There is no tax charge on exit from the PEP/EXPEP.
It is envisaged that, for cost or other reasons, the EXPEP might be phased in over
a period of years. However, the objective would be that most — and, in due
course, nearly all — investment income would be exempt from income tax and
capital gains tax. The EXPEP, like the ACE, seeks to reproduce the main effects
of a ‘pure’ expenditure tax, while retaining the familiar form of an income tax.
The arguments of principle that the opportunity cost of capital should be free
of tax, and so there should be no tax wedge between the pre-tax and post-tax
return on capital, apply as well to the individual as to the company; and indeed the
objectives of tax neutrality for corporate investment are not fully achieved unless
they apply to the shareholders as well as to the company they own.
Again, the practical arguments point in the same direction. For example, it
would be fraught with tension if individual investors’ income were taxed annually
as it accrued but similar income could be rolled up tax-free within a company
(subject only to the eventual capital gains tax charge discussed above). No doubt it
would be conceivable — though hardly attractive to anyone who actually
experienced it — to introduce some kind of close-company rules of the post-1965
kind and to charge tax on deemed or notional dividends accordingly. However, the
CTG rightly argue that many of the difficulties of the present system derive from
the effort to maintain and defend more or less arbitrary (even if, in the present
context, necessary) borderlines. It is debatable whether one would want, on
anything other than perhaps a very short-term basis, to construct a new tax system
with that kind of in-built logical discontinuity.
It is beyond the remit of this paper to review in depth the case for the EXPEP.
However, it is relevant to note three points at this stage:Viability of the Allowance for Corporate Equity
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1. The exemption of investment income would, other things being equal,
17 require
a further increase in the rate of tax on either or both corporate income and
personal earned income (compare the discussion of the revenue-neutral rate of
corporation tax above).
2. The EXPEP creates a tax incentive to substitute (exempt) investment income
for (taxed) earned income. The most obvious problem would be with directors
both of close and of other companies, able to arrange for their compensation to
be paid in the most tax-efficient way. It is a new problem arising from the
hybrid income tax/expenditure tax approach. It does not arise in this way under
either a conventional income tax
18 or a conventional expenditure tax.
3. As the CTG recognise, the EXPEP raises a question of horizontal equity. An
income tax seeks (broadly) to ensure that people enjoying a like amount of
income pay a like amount of tax.
19 An expenditure tax similarly ensures that
people enjoying a like amount of consumption pay a like amount of tax. Each,
in its own terms, can be fair. The hybrid EXPEP cannot deliver a comparable
outcome.
20 This has implications for, in particular, inheritance taxes, discussed
briefly below.
4. Inheritance Taxes
The CTG recognise the distributional implications of an ACE/EXPEP system,
against the background that investment income is concentrated disproportionately
among a minority of the (relatively) wealthy. It is difficult to envisage a tax system
being accepted in the foreseeable future in which (say) Trollope’s Duke of
Omnium — the richest man in the country — pays no income or other direct tax
whatever. At a minimum, the CTG argue that the privileges of EXPEP treatment
should be confined to investments that themselves have borne tax.
                                                                                                                             
17However, some argue that taxes on capital incomes will, in any event, become increasingly difficult to enforce,
with developing information technology and globalisation of business.
18There are, of course, examples of discriminating against investment income within the history of the UK income
tax — notably, the investment income surcharge. The enforcement requirement, however, was rather different (the
tax inspector needed, for example, to be able to argue that a director of a close company was being overpaid for the
time he or she spent in the business; under the EXPEP, the Inspector would be arguing that the directors were
paying themselves too little). And the discrimination was not fundamental to the system (having now been
abandoned).
19An obligatory acknowledgement of Adam Smith’s first criterion. The present income tax system is not, of course,
‘pure’. However, the main departures from income tax principles tend to be justified on widely recognised practical
grounds (as with unrealised capital gains) or to be subject to policy conditions and financial limits (as with pensions,
PEPs and TESSAs). Indeed, considerations of fairness help to explain why the authors of the original PEP idea
restricted it to quoted shares and limited the amounts able to qualify for relief.
20Under the EXPEP, there is a dilemma. One cannot restrict the amount of assets entitled to relief unless one is
prepared both to keep on the statute book the legislation necessary for the current income tax and capital gains tax
and, in addition, to legislate whatever new provisions are needed for the EXPEP regime; and one cannot restrict
EXPEPs to a level that effectively excludes the wealthy, without creating a logical discontinuity in the treatment of
investment income held directly, or through a corporate intermediary, precisely where it matters most.Fiscal Studies
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At the same time, the CTG recognise the fungibility of money and the practical
impossibility, in anything other than the most formal way, of keeping untaxed
capital out of EXPEPs.
21
The CTG accept that, against this background, there is a case — though they
argue that it is a case to be considered independently — for repealing the present
(unsatisfactory) inheritance tax, with its provisional exemptions for lifetime gifts,
and substituting a comprehensive accessions tax, embracing all bequests and
gambling winnings, at the recipient’s marginal rate of tax. It is arguable that such
a tax would not merely be compatible with an ACE/EXPEP regime; it would be a
necessary condition of it. However, inheritance tax, like capital gains tax, is a tax
whose future has, in recent times, been politically challenged.
IV. SOME INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
It is now a truism that — for many reasons, ranging from the globalisation of
markets to the disciplines of the European Union — the international implications
of a tax system are no longer (if they ever were for the UK) a second-order matter,
but are crucial to its viability. They can, of course, involve a conflict of interests:
between the desire to attract investment from abroad and yet secure a reasonable
tax yield from profits earned in the source country; between the desire to support
overseas investment and yet secure a reasonable tax yield from resident taxpayers;
and between the desire to prosper in international financial markets and yet
maintain reasonable (proportionate) defences against tax avoidance and evasion.
1. Outward Investment
The potential implications of the ACE for outward investment — by a UK
company in a subsidiary or branch abroad — are relatively straightforward, to the
extent that they involve only the UK tax charge — and the UK’s arrangements for
giving double tax relief (DTR) — not the foreign tax charge and foreign DTR.
They involve, therefore, only
22 dividends or other profits remitted to the UK.
The UK gives DTR by the credit method. This has the effect, very broadly
speaking, that the international investor is taxed on his world-wide income, but
gets relief at home for (qualifying corporate or other income) taxes paid abroad.
To that extent, he does not pay tax twice on the same income; but his total tax bill
is restricted to the foreign or the domestic tax, whichever is the greater.
The CTG argue that the ACE system could offer a basis for harmonisation of
tax systems through the EU, escaping some of the problems posed by existing
classical and imputation systems. So long, however, as other EU countries retain
their existing tax systems, the interaction of the ACE with these systems is not
                                                                                                                             
21The CTG point out, for example, the scope for the millionaire to spend his capital and save his income in an
EXPEP.
22Except in the special case of controlled foreign companies (CFCs).Viability of the Allowance for Corporate Equity
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altogether helpful for outward investment. Many
23 companies that would, in
principle, gain from a revenue-neutral change to the ACE — paying a lower UK
tax bill because they had a below-average return on shareholders’ capital —
would still pay the same foreign tax bill as now; and they would therefore see little
or no reduction in their total (UK plus foreign) tax bill. Many that would, in
principle, lose from a change to ACE would — to the extent that the new UK tax
charge was higher than the foreign tax charge — pay a higher total (UK plus
foreign) tax charge than now.
24 Thus, under the present credit method of relief for
DTR (by contrast with the alternative exemption method), there is a possibility
that, among UK companies investing overseas, potential gainers from the
redistribution of the UK tax burden would not be able to enjoy their gain, while
losers would in reality suffer their losses.
The same analysis naturally holds good for outward UK investment in other
countries, including the (crucially important) US market, where formal
harmonisation is not a current issue.
In principle, the same approach would also hold good for investment by UK
companies in foreign branches. The ACE would require a notional securitisation
of branch accounts for this purpose: a complication, but not of the same order of
difficulty as that discussed above for the business accounts of the self-employed.
2. Inward Investment
In the case of inward investment — investment by a foreign company in a UK
subsidiary or branch — the change to an ACE system could affect not only the
UK but also the foreign tax charge. In advance of consultation, or actual
negotiation, with the foreign governments concerned, it is impossible to be sure
how they would react to the ACE. Meanwhile, there is a wide range of — not
implausible — outcomes, from the most optimistic to the least optimistic.
Remitted Profits
On the most optimistic assumptions, foreign countries would treat, for example,
dividends from UK subsidiaries as having been paid out of profits subject to UK
taxes qualifying for DTR under the terms of existing double tax agreements; and
                                                                                                                             
23The precise out-turn would depend, inter alia, on whether UK DTR was calculated on an average or on a
marginal basis — see discussion on inward investment below. For those companies with a surplus ACT problem,
the net tax outcome (taking together the company and its shareholders) would depend on whether an income tax on
dividends replaced the present ACT — or whether EXPEPs effectively took most or all investment income out of
liability to tax.
24An option would be for the UK to move from a credit to an exemption base for DTR. That would have
implications beyond the scope of this paper — for example, for the treatment of interest on funds borrowed at home
for investment abroad and for the approach to overseas tax havens. It would not remove the unhelpful effect on
potential UK gainers. However, it could remove the unhelpful effect on potential losers from the ACE change. In
both cases, subject to any special anti-avoidance or other rules, the overseas tax charge would be the final tax.Fiscal Studies
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only remitted profits — for example, dividends paid by the UK subsidiary to the
foreign parent — would be affected.
On these most optimistic assumptions, countries using the exemption system of
DTR would therefore treat dividends from UK subsidiaries as exempt from
resident country tax. To that extent, the effects of the ACE system for inward
investment could be much the same as for domestic investment. Whether inward
investors would, on balance, gain or lose from a revenue-neutral change would
depend on whether foreign investors on average secured a below- or above-
average return on capital. Most of our EU partners employ the exemption system
of DTR.
On the same most optimistic assumptions, for countries employing the credit
method of DTR, the interaction with the ACE for inward investment would mirror
the unhelpful effects described above for outward investment. In particular, the
(crucial) US investor would pay whichever was the greater of the (classical) US or
the (post-ACE) UK tax bill. For potential UK tax gainers, the result could, in
effect, be little or no reduction in their total tax bill but a straight transfer from the
UK tax revenue to the US revenue.
The most optimistic assumptions above imply that the overseas country gives
DTR by reference to the effective UK tax rate. For example, suppose that a UK
subsidiary of a US company earns profits (as conventionally measured) of £6
million, of which £2 million is exempt by the ACE and £4 million is taxed at 45
per cent; it is assumed that the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) will treat it as
having suffered tax of 30 per cent on profits of £6 million and give DTR
accordingly. Past US practice raises (at least) a question about whether that is a
safe assumption. The outcome would be much more damaging if the IRS treated
the subsidiary as having earned untaxed profits of £2 million (liable to US tax in
full) and taxed profits of £4 million (only the £4 million gaining effective DTR).
On the least optimistic assumptions, one or more overseas governments could
question whether the ACE system qualified as a corporate income tax, of the kind
recognised for relief under existing double tax arrangements. For example, a
foreign revenue administration might look beyond the form of the ACE tax (which
is a kind of corporate income tax) to its substantive effect — which is, as
discussed above, more akin to an expenditure tax; and, for better or worse,
existing arrangements commonly do not give DTR against residence country
income taxes for source country expenditure taxes. Alternatively, a foreign
administration might look at the low or nil rate of tax that many UK companies
might bear under the ACE and invoke their controlled foreign company (CFC)
legislation to claw back the benefit to resident investors of the UK tax relief.
Unremitted Profits
On this least optimistic assumption, under which a foreign administration invokes
CFC legislation against the ACE, the foreign tax charge could be imposed, notViability of the Allowance for Corporate Equity
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only on remitted profits, but also on profits retained within the UK and reinvested
here.
In brief, even on the most optimistic assumptions, unless and until in some
future time the US and our other major trading partners have harmonised their
corporate tax systems on the ACE model, a significant part of the expected
benefits of the ACE system appears unlikely to materialise for cross-border
investments. On less optimistic assumptions, the effects of the ACE system on
some important areas of cross-border investment would verge on the bleak.
V. A CONCLUDING COMMENT
The purpose of this paper has been, not to seek to draw conclusions, but to
contribute to a continuing debate — and, for that purpose, to identify some of the
possible broader implications of the ACE approach for the corporate tax system,
for the personal tax system and for international investment. In the main, it has
sought to compare possible effects of the ACE (and EXPEP) with the effects of
the present tax system. Under the surface of the more specific issues, however,
there are perhaps a couple of broader questions. Would an expenditure tax be
preferable to the present UK tax approach? And, if so, would it (when all has been
said and done) be simpler and more straightforward, as the ACE and EXPEP
propose, to achieve the substance of an expenditure tax through the form of an
income tax — or to adopt something closer to the ‘classic’ expenditure tax
approach?
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